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CCS Launches New Website
Controlled Contamination Services, a leading facilities service
provider, announces the launch of its new website,
www.cleanroomcleaning.com. The purpose of the new website is to
better the communications channels and highlight the addition of
new features. Overall the site offers an elevated user interface,
straightforward navigation, and mobile optimization. As a result, the
user experience is improved and will lead to strengthened
communications with CCS partners, future partners, and employees.
The site's launch also comes with readily available resources,
including webinars, case studies, news, and detailed descriptions of
GMP and Non-GMP environments services from CCS.
We look forward to seeing employee and customer advancements
from our new and improved site and encourage all to learn about the
companies full range of services.

Partner Highlight
From: Central Region, Senior Asset Services Coordinator
Our CCS teams service various locations and provide multiple levels of detailed work throughout. We are pleased
and excited to share this review that came in from one of our medical device partners! Take a look...
"I would like to say a huge Thank You! to the CCS team, and Miguel and Rico in particular. They are both so
responsive and a pleasure to work with. A special shout-out goes to Rico. He keeps our buildings in tip-top shape,
but we recently had an inspection by our peers for an award. The building was immaculate! Everyone was blown
away by the cleanliness. I worked very closely with Rico during the time leading up to the inspection, and he went
above and beyond in making the building look perfect. Because Rico is so good at his job, he made me look good!
Again, I cannot thank you enough for all of your hard work and dedication. You are the best of the best," Jessica
M., Senior Asset Services Coordinator, Central Region Partner.

CCS CONNECT
Due to the changing realities of today's work environment, ensuring employees and partners are kept up to date with the latest information is more
critical than ever before. CCS is releasing monthly briefs, "CCS Connect," to our partners to ensure they know how CCS handles highly specialized
Continued
situations with our process and our plans to ensure proper execution of services. If you would like to stay connected with
CCS and our updates,
please visit our website for more information! You can also subscribe to CCS emails. Thank you for being a valued partner of CCS.
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